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Summary
This report focuses on a possible terrorist nuclear attack on a U.S. seaport, a low-
probability but high-consequence threat.  Ports are vulnerable; an attack could cause
local devastation and affect the global economy.  Terrorists might obtain a bomb in
several ways, though each presents difficulties.  Current ability to detect a bomb appears
limited.  The United States is using technology, intelligence, international cooperation,
etc., to try to thwart an attack.  Issues for Congress include choosing a suitable level of
effort, safeguarding foreign nuclear material, improving port security, and mitigating
economic effects of an attack.  This report will be updated as developments occur.
Background
Terrorists have tried to obtain weapons of mass destruction – chemical, biological,
radiological, and nuclear weapons.  Hearings and media articles since September 11 have
highlighted radiological dispersal devices, or “dirty bombs,” which would use standard
explosives or other means to disperse radioactive materials.  Dirty bombs would be quite
feasible for a terrorist group to make, given the limited expertise needed and the
availability of explosives and radioactive material.  An attack with such a weapon likely
would kill or injure few people and cause little property damage, though it could cause
panic and might require closing some areas for an undetermined time.  While a terrorist
attack using a nuclear weapon (a device that caused a substantial nuclear explosive yield,
as distinct from a dirty bomb) has much lower feasibility, it merits consideration because
it would have much higher consequence.
The September 11 attacks showed that many U.S. facilities could be attractive targets
for terrorist attack.  One set of targets that has attracted attention from Congress is the
nation’s seaports.  (See CRS Report RS21079, Maritime Security: Overview of Issues.)
If terrorists smuggled a Hiroshima-sized bomb (15 kilotons) into a port and set it off, the
attack would destroy buildings out to a mile or two; start fires, especially in a port that
handled petroleum and chemicals; spread fallout over many square miles; disrupt
commerce; and kill many people. By one estimate, a 10- to 20-kiloton weapon detonated
in a major seaport or Washington, DC, would kill 50,000 to 1 million people and would
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result in direct property damage of $50 to $500 billion, losses due to trade disruption of
$100 billion to $200 billion, and indirect costs of $300 billion to $1.2 trillion.1
Terrorists might try to smuggle a bomb into a U.S. port in many ways, such as in a
tanker or a dry bulk freighter, but sea containers may provide them a particularly attractive
route.  A container is “[a] truck trailer body that can be detached from the chassis for
loading into a vessel, a rail car or stacked in a container depot.”2  Much of the world’s
cargo moves by container.3  The (then) U.S. Customs Service processed 5.7 million
containers entering the United States by ship in 2001.4  It screens data for all these
containers,5 but inspects “only about 2 percent of the total volume of trade entering the
country each year.”6  Containers could easily hold a nuclear weapon.  Robert Bonner,
Commissioner of Customs and Border Protection, believes that an attack using a bomb
in a container would halt container shipments, leading to “devastating” consequences for
the global economy, bringing some countries to “the edge of economic collapse.”7  The
October 2002 lockout of West Coast ports demonstrated some of these ripple effects on
the world economy on a small scale. People can, however, find ways to minimize
economic problems.  The Y2K computer bug did not result in disaster, in part because
organizations took steps to ward off the problem.  In an effort to reduce port vulnerability,
Congress passed S. 1214, Maritime Transportation Security Act of 2002 (P.L. 107-295).
Terrorist nuclear weapons: routes to a bomb.  A terrorist group (as distinct
from a nation) might obtain a nuclear bomb by several plausible routes.  In each case, a
reasonable estimate of explosive yield is that of the Hiroshima bomb, 15 kilotons,
equivalent to the explosive force of 15,000 tons of TNT.
Russia.  Strategic nuclear weapons (long-range weapons the Soviet Union would
have used to attack the United States) are reportedly well guarded on missiles or, thanks
in part to U.S. assistance, in storage.  In contrast, thousands of lower-yield weapons
intended for use in combat are less well secured, and numbers and locations are uncertain.
(See CRS Issue Brief IB98038, Nuclear Weapons in Russia: Safety, Security, and Control
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Issues.)  Terrorists might buy or steal one of these weapons.  The weapons might (or
might not) have devices to prevent unauthorized use, or terrorists might lack confidence
that they could make a weapon work.  Without such confidence, terrorists might “mine”
the weapon for nuclear materials and components to make their own device.
Pakistan.  Other nations have nuclear weapons.  U.S., British, French, and Israeli
weapons are thought to be well guarded.  Chinese weapons are also thought to be well
guarded, though less is known on this point.  Control is less certain for India and Pakistan.
Of the two, it appears more likely that terrorists might obtain a bomb from Pakistan.  That
nation asserts that it has complete control over its weapons, but that could change if
Pakistan were taken over by Islamic fundamentalists sympathetic to al-Qaeda and other
terrorist groups.  In this scenario, the “donors” would presumably give the terrorists
detailed instructions for operating the bombs.
Build a bomb.  The Hiroshima bomb was a “gun assembly” weapon.  Its nuclear
explosive component was a gun barrel about 6 inches in diameter by 6 feet long.  It was
capped at each end, with standard explosive at one end, a mass of uranium highly
enriched in the isotope 235 (highly enriched uranium, or HEU) at the other end, and a
second HEU mass in the middle.  Detonating the explosive shot one mass of HEU into
the other, rapidly assembling a mass large enough to support a fission chain reaction.
(Plutonium cannot be used.)  This is the simplest type of nuclear weapon.  U.S. scientists
had such high confidence in the design that they did not test the Hiroshima bomb.
Many experts believe that a terrorist group having access to HEU and the requisite
skills, but without the resources available to a nation, could build such a weapon.  Five
former Los Alamos nuclear weapons experts held that a crude nuclear weapon “could be
constructed by a group not previously engaged in designing or building nuclear weapons,
providing a number of requirements were adequately met.”8  The requirements they list,
though, are substantial.  They include detailed design drawings and specifications;
individuals skilled in a wide range of weapons skills; the necessary equipment; and
extensive preparations to create a bomb quickly once in possession of HEU so as to
reduce the risk of detection.  A National Research Council study presents another view.
“The basic technical information needed to construct a workable nuclear device is readily
available in the open literature.  The primary impediment that prevents countries or
technically competent terrorist groups from developing nuclear weapons is the availability
of SNM [special nuclear materials, i.e., HEU and plutonium-239], especially HEU.”9
It would be difficult for a terrorist group to obtain enough HEU for a weapon.  Many
nations have gone to great lengths to protect it.  The International Atomic Energy Agency
has safeguards to protect, among other things, HEU in nuclear reactors.  The United States
has had a number of programs over the past decade to help former Soviet republics
protect nuclear weapons, material, and knowledge.  (See CRS Report 97-1027, Nunn-
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Lugar Cooperative Threat Reduction Programs: Issues for Congress.)  Perhaps the best
evidence that these efforts have succeeded so far is that terrorists have not detonated a
nuclear weapon.  At the same time, some are concerned that terrorists could obtain HEU.
For example, the National Research Council study noted above rated the threat level from
SNM from Russia as “High – large inventories of SNM are stored at many sites that
apparently lack inventory controls and indigenous threats have increased.”10
Vulnerability of ports and shipping.  Ports may be attractive targets for
terrorists.  With many of the largest ports in or near major cities, a nuclear bomb
detonated in a port could kill many thousands of people, interrupt flows of U.S.
commerce, and perhaps cause a global economic disruption.  Ports are vulnerable.  Many
are flat, being at the ocean’s edge, so would offer little shielding against weapon effects.
Some have great quantities of inflammable material, such as fuel; fires could extend the
area of destruction and release toxic gases.  While ports may stretch on for miles, a 15-
kiloton weapon would have enough force to destroy many key facilities of a typical port.
Front-line ability to detect nuclear weapons is limited.  CRS visits to the Customs
Service in Baltimore in July 2002 and the Coast Guard in Philadelphia in August 2002
produced the following information.  Customs’ Container Security Initiative (CSI) seeks
to improve security at foreign ports for U.S.-bound containers, but Customs inspectors do
not inspect cargo there and do not control personnel selection or port operations.  The
Coast Guard cannot open containers at sea for various reasons.  For example, they are
tightly packed and the door is part of a container’s structure, so one container under others
might crumple if the door were opened.  Technology is lacking.  A Coast Guard officer
wrote, “our method of detecting nuclear and biological weapons is ... our eyes, ears, and
brains. We currently have no more sophisticated equipment than that.”  At Baltimore,
Customs inspects about 2 percent of containers.  For some, it uses a sophisticated machine
that x-rays entire containers; for others, it unloads all items from a container, may x-ray
them, and searches some items.  Customs agents have pager-size radiation detectors.
Terrorists could exploit weaknesses.  They could infiltrate foreign ports as inspectors or
longshoremen, and pass a container with a weapon into a secured zone.  The Coast Guard
almost certainly could not detect a bomb in a container or in the structure of a ship.
Customs targets containers for inspection based on cargo manifest data, port of last call,
shipping line, etc.  Terrorists, however, could be expected to go to great lengths to make
a bomb-carrying container appear normal.  Small radiation detectors might detect highly
radioactive isotopes usable in dirty bombs, but could not be sure of detecting less-
radioactive uranium-235.  Once a ship arrives in port, any inspection could be too late.
Responses and Countermeasures
The central approach to reducing vulnerability to a terrorist nuclear attack is defense
in depth, which uses multiple methods to detect and interdict a weapon.  Many existing
technologies aid this effort; others are under development.  Intelligence seeks clues that
terrorists were trying to obtain HEU or to make or smuggle a bomb.  Coast Guard,
Customs, and others conduct inspections.  U.S. agreements with foreign governments help
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screen cargo.11  Although no one method is perfect, together they can increase the odds
of detecting a weapon.  It would be harder to evade several means of detection than just
one, as attempts to reduce what one sensor detects may make a bomb more visible to
another sensor using a different signature, or may reduce the likelihood that the bomb
would work.  Further, a terrorist group would not know the limits of detection capability,
so would have to assume a capability greater than what existed.  Defense in depth could
involve outfitting every port, airport, and border crossing with several types of sensors
and the personnel to operate them, expanding intelligence capabilities with new sensors
and analysts, placing more U.S. agents in foreign ports, and upgrading Coast Guard and
Customs equipment and adding personnel.  Such steps would involve large costs.
While press articles focus on how the United States can augment its detection
capabilities, the struggle is two-sided.  If we deploy a new sensor at some ports, terrorists
might detonate a weapon before it is inspected, or hide it in a container bound for another
port.  If foreign ports screened containers before being loaded onto U.S.-bound ships, they
could infiltrate the port.  If we secured the world’s largest ports, they could use smaller
ones.  If we assured the security of every U.S.-bound container, they might smuggle a
weapon in a freighter or supertanker.  If we secured all U.S.-bound containers, they might
ship a bomb to Mexico and bring it into the United States in a small boat or airplane.  In
short, despite overwhelming advantages that the United States and its trading partners
possess in technology and organization, terrorists have other advantages.
Policy Options
Securing nuclear materials.  The possibility that a terrorist group could make
a nuclear weapon given enough HEU, and the difficulty of preventing terrorists from
smuggling a weapon into a U.S. port, show the value of the effort to secure nuclear
weapons and materials in Russia and elsewhere.  Are current efforts sufficient?
Forensics.  The United States can often identify the origin of nuclear material used
in a bomb.  This forensic capability strengthens the value of controlling Russian nuclear
weapons and materials:  finding that material for a bomb detonated in the United States
came from Russia, a likely source, would in all probability lead to the conclusion that the
material was stolen rather than that Russia conducted the attack.  At the same time,
augmenting already-excellent forensic capability through technology and intelligence
could help deter other nations from giving nuclear materials to a terrorist group.
Ports in major cities.  The terrorist weapons discussed earlier have much less
explosive yield than nuclear weapons carried by bombers and long-range missiles, and a
smaller destructive radius.  Blast damage might extend 1 to 2 miles.  (Fire and fallout
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might extend beyond that range.)  Accordingly, it might be argued that ports with the
greatest number of people living or working within a mile or two of cargo docks, such as
Philadelphia and New York, should have highest priority in receiving security resources.
Overseas inspections.  Inspection of ships in U.S. ports would be too late to
prevent a nuclear explosion, so the United States might require screening of U.S.-bound
cargo by U.S. personnel in ports originating shipments.  Other nations might view such
a requirement as an infringement on their prerogatives, but the size of the U.S. market
would presumably make exporting nations more willing to consider such measures.
Ameliorating economic consequences.  Civil defense studies over decades
examined how to ameliorate the destructive effects of a large nuclear attack.  This effort,
and more recent emergency preparedness efforts, provide a template for response and
recovery following a terrorist attack using one 15-kiloton weapon.  This work does not,
however, address possible global economic consequences and how to predict and mitigate
them.  These issues could benefit from further study and analyses.
What level of effort?  While the United States is increasing its efforts to counter
nuclear terrorism, the current level of effort might stop only an unsophisticated attempt
to smuggle a nuclear weapon into the United States.  Terrorists who might acquire a
nuclear weapon, though, would surely go to great lengths to deliver it.  A massive U.S.
counterterrorism effort would increase security, but would require many more security
personnel, large-scale diversion of technology resources, possible civil liberties concerns,
and high cost.  A low level of effort appears politically untenable.  At issue is whether a
moderate level of effort is effective, and whether a high level of effort is supportable.
Recent Developments
Recent bills related to terrorist nuclear attacks on seaports include S. 746, Anti-
Terrorism and Port Security Act of 2003; H.R. 1010, Port Protection Act of 2003; S. 193,
Radiation Detection for Dirty Bomb Material in Containers and Bulk Cargo Act of 2003;
H.R. 2193, Port Security Improvements Act of 2003; H.R. 2376, Anti-Terrorism and Port
Security Act of 2003; and S. 1147, High-Tech Port Security Act of 2003.  The Senate
Governmental Affairs Committee held a hearing on March 20, 2003, “Cargo Containers:
The Next Terrorist Target?”  The House Transportation and Infrastructure Committee
held a hearing on port security antiterrorism programs on June 3, 2003.  Related CRS
reports include “Nuclear and Radiological Terrorism,” in the electronic briefing book on
terrorism, and CRS Report RL31733, Port and Maritime Security: Background and Issues
for Congress.  On May 31, President Bush announced a Proliferation Security Initiative
under which the United States and allies “have begun working on new agreements to
search planes and ships carrying suspect cargo and to seize illegal weapons or missile
technologies.”  On June 12, Secretary Ridge announced the launch of Phase 2 of the CSI,
expanding it to additional countries, and the release of $170 million in port security
grants.  On July 1, the Coast Guard published interim rules in the Federal Register “to
promulgate maritime security requirements mandated by the Maritime Transportation
Security Act of 2002” (P.L. 107-295).  On July 23, the Bureau of Customs and Border
Protection (CBP) published a proposed rule in the Federal Register that would require
shippers (by land, sea, or air) to provide CBP with information electronically on the
contents of cargo in advance of its arrival.
